TIME ATTACK RULES – 2022
EXTREME and ELECTRIC CLASS
Extreme Class:

General Rules:
1. Nitrous prohibited.
2. The combination of vehicle and driver shall make up the event entry.
3. Modifications must not be made which reclassify the vehicle during the series. Points are not transferable
between classes. If the car is modified such that it changes the classification, points will be zeroed and
started in the new classification.
4. Engine capacity shall be taken from the vehicle manufactures technical specification (not the sales
brochure). If the engine capacity has been modified, the driver shall declare the new engine capacity for
correct classification.
5. Tyres must be within the bodywork of the vehicle and not protruding.
6. Vehicle manufacturing definition: Make = Manufacture, Model = Vehicle Type, Release Model = Series
release within Model (e.g. Make = Mitsubishi, Model = EVO, Release Model = X) For vehicles without clearly
defined release models, these will be as per the manufactures stated generations. Such as WRX first
generation 1992-2000, second generation 2000-2007 and their associated model numbers.

The Time Attack rules are to be used for the sole purpose of vehicle classification for the Time Attack competition classes. They do not
constitute a statement, guide, advice or direction about how a vehicle should be modified for safety, road use or any other purposes. Any
modification to a vehicle should be performed and assessed by a trained professional. The safety of any vehicle present at a Time Attack event
is the sole responsibility of the driver/owner of the vehicle. Where modifications are carried out in order to enable a vehicle to be eligible for
inclusion in a specific Time Attack class, the owner/driver of the vehicle is responsible for ensuring that those modifications are carried out in a
manner which meets any safety or other requirements/obligations the owner/driver has or is required to comply with. Time Attack does not
encourage or endorse, and is not responsible for, modifications to vehicles in circumstances where the modifications cannot be carried out in
such a way that the owner/driver’s safety or other requirements/obligations are met. Time Attack is not responsible for any modifications to
vehicles generally.

Extreme Class:
1. The car must be manufactured by a major manufacture. Not a kit car or custom race car.
2. The car can be propelled by a traditional petrol engine, a hybrid or be full electric.
3. There are 3 options when selecting a tyre:
a. Street Tyres (120 wear rate or greater): Free compound.
b. Semi Slicks: Hard to Soft compounds are allowed.
c. Full Slicks (including 2 groove semi): Hard to Medium compounds are allowed.
4. The car must still use factory chassis, partial tube frames allowed.
5. Factory OEM active aero components are allowed.

